
     

 

 

 
  

  

  
 

  

   

  

   

  
 
          

 

 

Dear Friends & Partners, 

I am grateful for your relentless prayers and 

support in these last few years while I was 

wandering in the dark. No, I didn’t say enough is 

enough, I’ll get out! No, my parents didn’t get 

healed miraculously! No, I didn’t go for 

psychological treatment. Yes, life goes on 

regardless of how I feel and what I think. I believe 

it was the Lord’s hand gently holding and 

leading me, step by step towards the light. Don’t 

know when it happened, I didn’t drag my feet 

anymore. I seem to have regained some interest 

in life, creativity, and faith. I go out with friends 

not because I needed to but I wanted to. My 

hope in Christ is not just from the head but from 

the heart also. My love for others is more genuine 

and appropriately expressed. Somehow, God 

called me out of that “waiting room” named 

depression. I am thankful He didn’t pull me but 

guided me out. I realized that waiting time was 

training time. I was like a porcupine needed to 

have some harmful and infected needles pulled 

out. Oh, the process was painful but I came out 

softer and healthier. 

As one who went through depression, I can tell 

you a pill can numb your pain but the ache 

lingers. Time is an important factor, but giving me 

adequate space yet staying nearby is important. 

Letting me know you are praying with me is vital, 

and sharing your pain with me allowed me to 

know that I am not alone in the dark really 

helped! I know one of the reasons God led me 

out at this time is so I can focus on taking care of 

my parents’ last stage in life. He knows I need to 

be stronger to face what’s ahead.  

My dad started dialysis Family Update 
3 times a week about a month ago; the doctors 

needed to put a catheter in his neck area while 

waiting for his vain in his arm to get ready. He is 

doing better physically but it’s very hard for him 

to accept his mental capacity has decreased so 

much. My mom’s dementia goes up and down 

with my dad’s condition, maybe it’s the fear or 

stress causing her to be more confusing and 

forgetful. I am thankful the social service has 

increased the domestic home help to 20 hours a 

week while my mom continues to go to the 

elderly center. Please pray that my dad can 

transfer to a dialysis center closer to their home 

soon.  
My niece has given birth to a lovely girl they 

named her Naomi with the Chinese middle 

name “peace”. This new life has brought healing 

and peace for my niece, joy to my sister and 

brother-in-law, and hope to my parents. This is 

truly a gift from the Lord. 

I didn’t realize my furlough Furlough 
started in August, but I have already accepted 

different invitations for training and teaching in 

Asia besides the responsibilities of CCM’s 

missionary retreat and board meeting in Taiwan 

in September. After talking with my supervisor, I 

have tentatively agreed to another 3-year term 

of missionary service with the flexibility to work in 

the United States in case my parents required 

more care. If I am able to serve until 2019, that 

will mark my 40th year married into the CCM 

family. That calls for a real celebration in God’s 

faithfulness in using this broken vessel!  

In Christ, 

Judi 
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6-days old Naomi Last time Dad was at church 


